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New ways of presenting human rights data: the case of OSA Archivum 
 

Intro: responsibilities/duties of human rights archives 
 

- based on the Joinet principles and Tom Adami’s classification 

- “the right to know”: archives relating to human rights violations must be kept/access to such 

documentation guaranteed 

- historical accountability: role of leaders, followers and dissidents, as well as international 

factors that were part of a certain human rights abuse (“the right to truth”) 

- justice making:  important for victims and survivors/a means of deterring future abuses 

(“right to justice”) 

- supporting prosecution (human rights documents as evidence)  

- retaining the memory of victims and survivors (“the duty to remember”) 

- aiding reconciliation (archival research as therapy) 

- documenting the extremes of repression (gulags, political trials, extrajudicial executions) 

- chronicling the individual’s power against the state (opposition movements, human rights 

archivists and dissidents) 

 

OSA: a brief overview 
 

- main human rights records 

http://osaarchivum.org/guide/fonds/humanrights.shtml 

- Digital Balkan Archive (OSA holdings, OHR, access to ICTY court records database) 

- Martus software for secure human rights data management and communication 

- public exhibits – The Divide (2004) 

http://osaarchivum.org/galeria/the_divide/ 

- Verzio International Human Rights Documentary Film Festival (2010) 

http://www.verzio.org/ 

- course on archives and human rights: Archives, Evidence and Human Rights 

http://ceu.academia.edu/CsabaSzilagyi/Teaching 

 

Shifting interests in human rights information 

 

- expanding the use of human rights data beyond its original purpose 

- various forms of innovative representation: text mining, and time and space analysis 

- investigative data: initially used for advocacy, expert reports and media purposes 

- new use cases, including scientific research: historical, sociological, etc. 

 

Physicians for Human Rights: Forensic Assistance Project – a brief overview 

http://osaarchivum.org/db/fa/386-2.htm 

  

- forensic assistance project – helped various entities (Bosniak, Croat and Serb) conduct mass 

grave exhumations in order for those exhumations to be performed in a professional manner; 

most important: Findings Reports (1997-1998) and Consultation Reports (1999) 

 

 



Human rights data in a changing (archival) descriptive environment 

 

- ISAD(G): descriptive standard, generic, hierarchical approach, higher level 

- digital object attached (OCR, double-layer PDF, full text search) 

http://osaarchivum.org/db/fa/386-2-2-1.htm 

- issues: keywords, sensitive data, restriction policy 

 

- Parallel Archive: PHR reports, item level (library type) description, linear approach 

http://www.parallelarchive.org/search?query=PHR&submit.x=0&submit.y=0 

- issues: shared online repository/shared documents; keywords/tags (not a controlled human 

rights vocabulary) 

 

Visualization of human rights information 

 

Georeferenced archival source 

 

- the geographic representation of forensic reports: combination of online technology with 

archival (text, photo, cartographic) data from multiple processing databases (forensic reports 

and photographic database) 

- some DC (spatial coverage, creator, date, description, title, language) + non-standard 

(ethnicity, religion, status, etc.) metadata elements 

- stats –  published entries: 518 sites (120+ locations); excluded: 158 total, 1 (confidential), 

83 (bad coordinates), 75 (without photos) – total MNI represented on the map: 2185 

- difficulties: wrong or inconsistent spelling of location/site names; multiple individual sites 

for one location; restructuring and conversion of original grid coordinates into Google Maps 

compatible coordinates; validation of all coordinates 

- advantages: in-depth processing and better representation of human rights data: research, 

analysis and education /enhanced access and availability; the level of granularity of 

information was significantly increased; visualization of archival finding aids and 

documents 

- development: further material to be attached to the display card: Bosnian language version 

of the reports (when available), images from the photographic database (8,000+ color 

photographs pertaining to the exhumations), original maps (referred to and at times partially 

reproduced in the reports) from the map collection, videos and other pertinent documents 

form the FAP archives 

- visualization of the relation between multiple sites of the same location/area 

- downside: small-scale, stand-alone project with a lot working hours spent on data 

processing; limited possibilities for cooperation and shared data input 

 

Public presentation 

 

- Srebrenica-Exhumation: a public exhibit – forensic reconstruction of the 1995 genocide 

based on original documents and evidence including forensic reports, witness and expert 

testimonies, photographs, satellite images, maps, amateur footage, and video recordings, as 

well as personal belongings 

http://www.osaarchivum.org/galeria/catalogue/2010/srebrenica/index.html 

- excerpts from forensic reports on the Baljkovica and Kravica exhumations were presented in 

printed form, PHR training videos were shown on computer screens + the entire collection 

of reports (‘original’ document) in a ‘makeshift’ research room attached to the main 

installation 

- outreach to an important constituency: general public, victims and survivors (not likely to 

visit an archives research room otherwise) 



 

Ongoing/Future projects 

 

- HOPE: OSA as a research partner and content provider in a three-year European Union 

project entitled the Heritage of the People's Europe (HOPE) – it is a Best Practice Network 

of archives, libraries, and museums that works in close cooperation with the Europeana 

digital library to improve and integrate access to highly significant but scattered digital 

collections on themes including emancipation movement, environmentalism and equal 

rights for immigrants. 

- PHR in HOPE: one of the 12 digital collections that OSA has offered 

 

Issues/Conclusion 

 

- boundaries between archival and library description have become permeable 

- archivist’s changing role: from custodian to information manager/broker 

- keeping the context is quintessential: data extracted and processed has to remains stable and 

reliable, so that the trust, on which archives are built, is not damaged 

- transparent/accessible archives: inside out 


